This is a translation into English, of the German commentary of the Pyramid video,
made by Marcus Wagner, to whom we are most grateful.
0:00

Hello. My name is Flavio Thomas, I am from Austria and today I want to show you a very special
and rather revolutionary invention. My intention is to prove that this technology which I will show
you now was probably in use several thousand years ago, so sit down and fasten your seatbelts.

0:31

Today I want to show you a new kind of energy, even though it may seem unbelievable at first. This
practical and usable energy is available again today after a gap of thousands of years.

0:54

I must mention that there is indeed the possibility that this technology was used by our early
ancestors. But time will tell when the experts give their verdict on this.

1:13

The theory is very simple and yet not that easy to understand fully. You see in front of you a
pyramid made of metal. Firstly, neither the size of the pyramid nor the angle of its sides is in any
way critical. I know this for a fact because I have constructed several pyramids of different sizes
and angles and I can confirm that the size does not play a big role. However, there is one essential
and critical item, which is that it is vital that the pick-up transducer and any associated components
be placed exactly in the center of the pyramid, that is, at the focal point of the pyramid.

1:55

Maybe you remember the story where some decades ago, small pyramids were used to sharpen
razor blades placed inside them. Also, some scientists found that you can preserve food placed
inside a pyramid, in roughly the same way as freeze-dryiing the food. But even to this day, it is not
clear what force or energy is involved when a razor blade becomes sharper when placed inside a
pyramid.

2:30

This Phenomenon has fascinated me for several years.
I have been searching for a way to
transform this unknown energy, which definitely comes from the pyramid, into a convenient usable
form.

2:46

The priciple of operation is very easy to understand. At the focal point of this pyramid, actually,
slightly displaced from the focus, (I cannot explain clearly how this displacement is determined), I
have mounted a capacitor, made of copper-plates. Let us discuss the construction materials:

3:10

The first two pyramids which I built, were of very simple construction. I tried to use only materials
which have been available for the last 3,000 or 4,000 years. This idea caused major problems.

3:30

You see here my pyramid design Version 4. This pyramid is constructed using currently available
materials. So in this construction there are one or two steel bolts, and acrylic plastic is used as an
insulator rather than tar. The frame supporting the sensor is made from copper pipe, which in my
experience is the most effective material for this construction.

4:02

I will now explain the constructional details. But first let us have a look inside the pyramid, so that I
can explain better...

4:17

Inside the Pyramid there is a "converter". This converter is made of the capacitor-plate in the middle
and its supporting frame. The supporting frame is only there to hold the component in place. (Note
from Marcus: This is not strictly true. The support also performs bio-electrical stabilisation, and not
just there to hold the sensor in place! So pay special attention to this part!)

4:38

In the left area there is a small magnet...

4:44

(points to magnet), which works as an "emitter". This magnet causes the initial oscillation, which
is essential for the system to work. Whithout this magnet, the system will not work. I will
demonstrate this fact shortly.

5:00

The little standard "consumer electronics" load being used here is very interesting and I will show it
to you more closely.

5:08

This little electrical load is there for one purpose and one purpose only: namely to run on the energy
from the pyramid and demonstrate that a standard electrical device can run on this energy. Another
important thing which is also demonstrated is that the energy coming from the pyramid is not used
up but is continously refreshed.

5:20

What you see here is a small standard PC cooling fan with a rating of 12V and a maximum current
requirement of 1.1 Amps.

5:28

At this point in time, this fan has been running continuously for more than 30 days without running
out of energy as the energy is continously refreshed.

5:50
We have here, something which must be investigated further. It is something which our present day
standard science just will not accept. You have now seen the most important details of the system. The
pyramid supplies 8.4V. The fan is taking 0.8 amps, and in addition, it produces an additional 0.05 amps of
excess current.

6:23
This multimeter is not calibrated to a high degree of accuracy but it is easily accurate enough for this
purpose, especially since the results agree with my other data.
6:48

On the left corner of the pyramid you see some marks on the floor.

6:58

This "scale" is very interesting and it is one of those things which I do not fully understand even to
this day.

7:07
We discovered that when we aligned the pyramid in the exact North-South compass orientation,
referencing the magnetic North pole, there were fluctuations in the voltage and current produced by the
pyramid.
7:22

These fluctuations occured daily in periods of about 8 or 9 hours, and they reduced the power output
by somewhere between 5% and 8%.

7:32

By rotating the pyramid slightly, taking it to the outer lines marked on the floor, that is, a bit to the left,
it was found that the fluctuations stopped occuring.

7:48

It is only when the pyramid is aligned accurately in the North-South direction that it produces
significant power. We really do not yet understand why this is. There are so many other things to do
with this technology which we do not understand. (Note from Marcus: This orientation of the
pyramid is a very important point)

8:08

I want to show you on the oscilloscope that, especially in the higher frequencies, we have a totally
pure DC, without any of the inteference you get when using an ordinary transformer.

8:23

But rather oddly, the DC we get here sometimes does indeed have an AC component superimposed
on it. This is another thing which we do not understand. If we wait a moment and we are lucky, I
may be able to show you such a moment.

9:10

(Turning to the pyramid again). A very interesting effect is produced if we remove the “emmiter”
magnet from the system. The moment we do this, the fan which the pyramid is powering stops.

9:58

When we replace the magnet, (you hear the sound already) the motor runs again.

10:18 The strength of the magnet has never decreased. This means the power being produced is not
coming from the magnet itself. This is something which other people find very difficult to accept.
(Note from Marcus: This is also a very important point)

10:35

(Shows setup).

11:11

(Closup of emitter and "stabiliser frame").
(Note from Marcus: pay special attention to the wires around the copper pipes)

11:54

(Note special wiring)

12:17

(End of video)

Have fun with this Translation of the speech about Biopower Pyramid,
translated by Marcus Wagner.. If you find any mistakes and spellings, you
can keep 'em ;cP
Greets,
Marcus

